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Re: A New Prosperity Agenda for North America

Dear President Obama and Prime Minister Harper,

On February 19, you will meet to discuss many critically important issues. No doubt
among those issues will be the need for our two countries to work together to address the current
economic crisis and, in the medium to long term, to work cooperatively to lay the foundation for
a more prosperous North America. On behalf of over 12.2 million union members in the United
States and Canada, we want to take this opportunity to raise a few important issues that we hope
you will consider in this and future bi-national (and tri-national) meetings.

We believe that there is potential for the working people of North America, individually
and together, to strengthen our common ties and participate in broadly shared economic
prosperity. To do so, we need to address the worsening economic crisis in a coordinated manner,
reopen and fix the flaws with the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and move
on a range of complementary policies dealing with energy, climate change and green jobs,
industrial policy, migration and development.

Importantly, these problems must be addressed through an open and participatory
process. For too long, working people in both countries have been excluded from the decision-
making processes that fundamentally affect their lives, as decisions were often made in the
backrooms of power among elites. We ask both governments to commit to address these issues
through ongoing consultations that are open, inclusive and fully transparent. This is the only
way that that a progressive vision of North America will take hold.



1. Coordinated Response to Current Economic Crisis

Each day, we see more homes foreclosed and a catastrophic number of workers joining
the ranks of the unemployed across North America. The recession will likely be long, and
addressing its root causes will be neither easy nor quick. A part of the response will be domestic,
as each government undertakes measures to address the economic crisis, such as enacting a
substantial fiscal stimulus package to meet national priorities, including rebuilding our
infrastructure and making a transition to clean renewable energy sources, re-regulating the
financial sector, passing labor law reform, strengthening public services, reducing inequality and
solving the protracted housing crisis. However, the global economic crisis cannot be fixed
without concerted international economic policy coordination. The U.S., Canada and Mexico
can play an important role in that regard.

First, the Canadian government must move quickly to adopt a serious economic stimulus
package to jumpstart its economy. The U.S. government must ensure that the recently passed
economic recovery package is swiftly and efficiently implemented, with maximum transparency
and accountability. Each country must take all measures necessary to increase demand in the
face of the worsening recession. The current crisis also provides an opportunity to reassess
prevailing economic doctrines, arrangements and institutions. The international community must
work to develop institutions and instruments that increase stability and equality in the global
financial system. There is also an urgent need for reform in the governance of economic
institutions beyond the inadequate steps so far undertaken by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). International institutions must also abandon the failed orthodoxies of the past, which
have led to slow growth and excessive volatility in many developing countries. There is also a
need for global cooperation in setting regulatory standards and coordinating policy, including
addressing serious exchange rate imbalances.

Weare hopeful that you will work together now to address these critical transnational
issues that are crucial to a global recovery. The upcoming G20 Summit in April and G8 Summit
in July present key moments to advance this agenda. In so doing, we urge that policy responses
to the crisis be developed with the input of and participation by civil society, which have for a
long time raised concerns regarding the very policies that led to the current crisis.

2. NAFTA Renegotiation

The North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was sold on the promise that it
would bring net benefits in more and better jobs and faster growth. While NAFTA did succeed
in increasing trade and investment flows, it did not (and could not) have created more net trade-
related jobs in all three countries, and those jobs that were created were often less stable, with
reduced pay and fewer benefits, than the largely unionized manufacturing jobs that were
displaced. Income inequality grew in all three countries. There are, of course, many reasons for
these results; however, we believe that the corporate trade and investment liberalization policies
embodied by NAFTA were an important contributor.



Below are our central concerns with NAFTA:

Labor and Environmental Side Agreements: If the benefits of international trade are
to be shared fairly, workers must be able to exercise fully their fundamental labor rights.
However, workers in each country have been systematically denied these basic rights for years,
with long-stagnant wages and increasing income inequality the result. This trend has affected all
workers, but has had a disproportionate impact on minority and immigrant communities in both
countries. The credible exit threat posed by U.S., Canadian (and now Mexican) employers has
further limited the ability of workers to demand better wages and working conditions in line with
productivity growth. The North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC) was put
forward to address labor rights concerns on a tri-national basis. However, it has been an
ineffective mechanism for the improvement of labor rights and standards in North America.
Indeed, under NAFTA, labor rights have never been treated equally as the many, expansive
rights granted to investors.

Similarly, the environmental side agreement established the North American Commission
for Environmental Cooperation (NACEC) to handle, on a cooperative basis, issues that might
arise among the three countries with respect to environmental enforcement and other
environmental matters. The NACEC was also charged with administering a process by which
citizens could seek official reports on whether or not a nation is effectively enforcing its
environmental laws. The establishment ofNACEC was a step in the right direction. However,
sustained efforts to use the NACEC over the years have demonstrated that it has yet to grow in
legitimacy or exert wider influence over each nation's willingness to protect the environment. It
simply does not have the legal or political power to deal with the core environmental issues of
the trade agreement.

IfNAFTA is to be effective with regard to promotion and enforcement of labor rights or
the protection of the environment, several, substantive amendments must be made. First, the
obligations of these agreements should be strengthened beyond the vague obligations that
currently exist. With regard to labor, the common obligation should be adherence to the
International Labor Organization (ILO) core conventions, as well as effective enforcement of
domestic labor laws. Second, the dispute resolution procedures should be overhauled so that a
dispute concerning a violation of any of the Agreement's labor and environmental obligations
are resolved fully, fairly and expeditiously, with the same remedies as any other trade-related
dispute. Finally, each government must demonstrate the political will to act upon the findings
and recommendations that result from the dispute settlement process. Failure to act upon those
recommendations should be subject to immediate and dissuasive fines or sanctions.

Investment: NAFTA includes a deeply flawed investor-to-state dispute resolution
mechanism, as well as overly broad investment rights. We believe that trade agreements should
rely on government-to-government dispute resolution for investment disputes, as is the case for
all other commitments. Further, the definition of a compensable investment is too broad; most
types of investment disputes for which a government could be sued under NAFTA by foreign
investors would not be valid claims under U.S. or Canadian law. Finally, arbitration panels have
interpreted NAFTA's prohibitions on "indirect" expropriations and "measures tantamount to"
expropriation to afford unwarranted and excessive protections to foreign investors. Government



regulation that is related to legitimate policy aims such as environmental protection, public
health and safety, consumer protection, the regulation of anti-competitive practices, and the
protection of human rights and workers' rights must not be subject to challenge under the
agreement.

Energy: NAFTA imposes serious constraints on the establishment of a secure energy
future for North America. North American cooperation on energy issues must be guided by
principles of sustainability (to avert climate catastrophe and safeguard energy supplies for future
generations), solidarity (so that trade and investment in energy will serve the needs of people, not
corporations), and sovereignty (with specific regard to the rights of indigenous communities and
national development priorities). NAFTA's energy provisions have been an obstacle to
achieving these objectives and should be reexamined carefully.

Services: NAFTA restrictsthe abilityof signatoriesto regulateservices- evenpublic
services. Increased pressure to deregulate and privatize services could raise the cost and reduce
the quality of such basic services as health care and education. Yet NAFTA does not contain a
broad, explicit carve-out for important public services. Public services provided on a commercial
basis or in competition with private providers are generally subject to the rules on trade in
services, unless specifically exempted. We must ensure that public services remain in public
hands, and that such services are provided by public employees. Moreover, in this time of
economic crisis, the public sector can and should play an important role in economic renewal in
both our countries.

Agriculture: Until the recent speculative run-up in prices, farmers in all three countries
have seen farm incomes steadily decline, and more farmers forced to work at least some time off
the farm in order to support their families and maintain their land. Farmers in Mexico were
particularly hard hit, as domestic issues, such as increasing land concentration and the drying up
of rural credit and technical assistance, combined with artificially cheap grain imports due to
NAFTA, led to a rural crisis that forced between one to two million workers from their land.
Manufacturing, which was supposed to serve as the engine of growth, failed to produce the jobs
necessary to absorb the rural displaced and new entrants into the workforce, leading Mexico to
export its workforce at an even more dramatic rate than before NAFTA. The results from poor
performance in manufacturing and agriculture have been that half a million people flee Mexico
each year for a better life. Many others migrate to Mexican cities to work in the informal
economy without benefits or job security. We urge you to develop national and regional
complementary policies to ensure that farmers are adequately compensated for their labor and
free of the kind of price volatility they have experienced recently, and that consumers can be
guaranteed a safe and dependable food supply at more stable prices.

3. Complementary Policies

Climate Change and Green Jobs: We believe that we can have a strong, healthy
economy, good jobs and a cleaner planet. Our response to global warming is inextricably related
to the economic and environmental interests of North America. The development and
deployment of the technologies and infrastructure necessary to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
can also lead to a renaissance in manufacturing and trade.

---



If they are supported by effective sectoral trade policies, public and private domestic
investmentsin sustainableenergyinfrastructurecanbe structuredto creategoodjobs andensure
stable energy prices. To achieve this, each country will have to invest domestically to develop a
national manufacturing strategy that lays the foundation for a new greenjobs economy. This
will mean promoting energy efficiency, increasing investments in rail and mass transit
infrastructure, developing renewable energy sources, extending fair fuel-efficiency standards and
introducing carbon-pricing to promote emission reductions.

Further, we urge you to work with unions and employers to establish a just transition
towards a green economy. To support global sustainability and environmental goals, the
governments of North America must join the world community to negotiate and implement
action plans to reach post-2012 targets for greenhouse gas emissions.

Industrial Policy in Integrated Sectors: Rebuilding our industrial base is essential for
maintaining our living standards. As high-wage countries in a globalizing world, we must
restore our competitiveness by developing national industrial strategies centered on innovation.
This means raising the level of public and private investment, harnessing distinctive
technological and organizational capacities and developing the skills of our workers. Further, we
need to use government purchasing power and attendant social policy to renew our local
economies, creating the conditions necessary for broad social inclusion. We can no longer
pretend that simply cutting taxes and deregulating one industry after another constitutes a
rational manufacturing strategy.

However, we also realize that, in many key industries, manufacturing has become much
less a national undertaking than a regional one. The auto and steel industries, for example, are
amongthe mostintegratedindustriesinNorthAmerica- a phenomenonthat longpredated
NAFTA and only accelerated upon its implementation. Of course, each country must be
responsible for a national strategy in these already-integrated industries; however, we should be
thinking regionally to enhance the long-term competitiveness of these industries vis-a-vis the
world market. This will require cooperation, both among governments and between
governments, labor, and management, to improve productivity while respecting labor rights and
improving wages. Canada and the United States have a shared economic interest in reducing our
alarming trade deficits in manufactured goods, particularly with Asia.

Migration: The failure of neoliberal policies to create decent jobs in the Mexican
economy under NAFTA has meant that many displaced workers and new entrants have been
forced into a desperate search to find employment elsewhere. In the U.S. and Canada,
employers, with access to a large, vulnerable and unprotected workforce of undocumented and
temporary migrant workers, have undermined all workers by failing to afford the basic labor
rights and protections to everyone. We believe that all workers, regardless of immigration status,
should enjoy equal labor rights. Governments in all three countries should intervene forcefully to
prevent wage theft, end ineffective and xenophobic raids, and stop abuses by labor recruiters.
We also support an inclusive, practical and swift adjustment of status program, which we believe
would have the effect of raising labor standards for all workers. Finally, we urge you to review
security and border measures that have limited civil liberties.



Development: Finally, economic development is a key part of the equation for a more
prosperous North America. Together, we need to help stimulate economic growth in Mexico and
in marginalized areas within the U.S. and Canada to ensure that its benefits are widely shared.
Within the European Union, the Structural and Cohesion Funds provided a substantial transfer of
investment funds to generate job growth in less developed regions of Europe. A similar
investment fund for Mexico should be provided within the context of a renegotiated NAFTA.
However, in exchange, Mexico should agree to changes in laws and institutions that would allow
the income of Mexican workers to rise as their economy grows. These would include guarantees
for free trade unions, enforceable minimum wages, and an increase in health and education and
other social spending.

We realize that this is a very ambitious list. Weare working together to develop concrete
policy prescriptions in each of these areas, and hope to maintain a dialogue on these issues. We
hope that the U.S., Canadian and Mexican governments can make progress on this agenda.

Kenneth Jt':Georgetti, President, Canadian Labour Congress (CLC)

John Sweeney, President, American Federation of Labor & Congress of
Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO)

cc: Felipe Calderon, Presidente, Estados Unidos Mexicanos
Joaquin Gamboa Pascoe, Secretario General, Confederaci6n de Trabajadores de Mexico
(CTM)
Isaias Gonzalez Cuevas, Secretario General, Confederaci6n Revolucionaria de Obreros y
Campesinos (CROC)
Francisco Hernandez Juarez, Presidente Colegiado, Union Nacional de Trabajadores
(UNT)
Guy Ryder, Secretary General, International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC)
Victor Baez, Secretary General, Trade Union Confederation of the Americas (CSA)


